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● Shazmane Mandjee Rehamtula (Global Projects 
Manager at HOT) Onsite

● Tasauf A Baki Billah (Executive Director at 
Bangladesh Open Innovation Lab (BOIL) / OSM 
Bangladesh) Onsite

● Eric Kiruhura (Senior Data Protection Manager at 
WVI) Remote Cancelled (field emergency)

● Emmanuel Adekola (Global MIS Training and 
Support Officer at GOAL Global) Onsite

● Q&A

Facilitator: Martin Noblecourt (CartONG)
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Our panel
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Shazmane Mandjee Rehamtula
(Global Projects Manager at HOT)



Principles of participatory mapping at HOT
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Participatory maps are visualrepresentationsof whata
communityperceivesas its placeandthe significant
featureswithinit. They are based on the premise that
local communities possess expert knowledgeof their
environments.
Often different organizations support this process, but an
emphasis is put on providingskillsfor thecommunityto
createmapsthemselvesin order to represent the spatial
knowledge of communitymembers.

Participatory 
mapping is the 

creation of maps 
by, and using input 

from, local 
communities.



PARTICIPATORY
MAPPING

Defining stakeholders agenda
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National 
governmentsLocal 

communities

Local 
governments

NGO’s

OSM 
communities



Example of “Scaling Missing Maps” in DRC
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Data: 
● Health areas 

boundaries
● Health 

infrastructure
● Buildings 

(population count)
● Related 

infrastructure 
(points of interests, 
water points, roads, 
etc.)

Methods: 
● Accompanied 

health workers in 
health 
infrastructure to 
better understand 
their work before 
asking about data 
needs. 

● Participatory here 
does not mean 
everyone, we 
defined it as the 
map user.



Example of “Scaling Missing Maps” in DRC
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Results: 
● Methodology designed 

with health clinics
● Data collected with 

health workers
● Data and maps 

reviewed by health 
workers before final 
products

● Training on all steps of 
the project

LOGO OSM DRC LOGO GCC
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Tasauf A Baki Billah (Executive Director at Bangladesh 
Open Innovation Lab (BOIL) / OSM Bangladesh) 
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Emmanuel Adekola (Global MIS Training and 
Support Officer at GOAL Global)



Interoperable information 
systems for cash and voucher 

assistance:
a pioneering example from 

GOAL in Syria
GOAL Syria / Oct 2022



GOAL Syria Project

GOAL has been operational in Northwest Syria since 2012, when GOAL established an 
emergency food security programme. 

GOAL Syria multisectoral and integrated programme: Food Security, Multi-Purpose Cash 
Assistance, WASH, Emergency Response, Nutrition, Shelter, and Livelihoods.

GOAL Syria’s longstanding experience delivering large scale programming that listens to and 
is responsive to community needs, has earned us widespread community acceptance and 
cooperation from local authorities that enables smooth programme implementation.

GOAL is currently a trusted partner of BHA, IFRP, ECHO, and several UN agencies, and is 
active in all relevant coordination mechanisms and working groups.



How do we 
manage 

double dipping 
and better our 
programmes in 
reaching more 
beneficiaries?

Sector Sub-Sector

Food Assistance
Unconditional Food Assistance

Conditional Food Assistance

Multi-Purpose Cash Assistance Multi-Purpose Cash Assistance

WASH

Water Supply

Sanitation

Environmental Health

Hygiene Promotion

Shelter & Settlements

Shelter

S&S NFIs

Settlements 

Nutrition

MIYCN-E

Supplemental Nutrition Assistance

Management of Acute Malnutrition

Economic Recovery & Market Systems

New Livelihoods Development 

Livelihoods Restoration

Financial Services

Market System Strengthening

Humanitarian Coordination, Information Management, & Assessments Coordination



Eight international and national organisations actively working in Northwest 
Syria are currently collaborating on this: GOAL, CARE, IhsanRD, IOM, NRC, 
People In Need, SARD and Shafak.

We are collaborating



Accessibility Inclusiveness Accountability Verifiability Relevance

Impartiality Humanity Timeliness Sustainability Reliability

Reciprocity Confidentiality Sufficient 
safeguards

First, an OCHA based assessment

We had to check the availability of data interoperability between GOAL and 
partners who are working in NW Syria to improve data sharing between 
partners. The interoperability assessment was benchmarked against OCHA 
Principles of Humanitarian Information Management and Exchange.



Next, dealing with findings

Humanitarian organisations are 
facing increased incentives to 
collect and share data for various 
purposes such as improved 
coordination, more efficient 
service provision and 
accountability. At the same time, 
they have to ensure that data is 
only used for humanitarian 
purposes and does not cause 
harm to vulnerable populations.

We remain committed to 
mitigating identified challenges.

Fund. Context 
shifting.

Technical 
limitation.

Data 
protection. Field security. System 

documentation.

Resistance. Donors' 
mandates. Talent pool.



In Progress: Future System

GOAL Syria’s ambition is to create an
interoperable system which can be used
to communicate data within the
organization and with other partners to
achieve a full cycle of data processing
with minimal human interference, while
providing access to case managers,
developers and beneficiaries on different
modules in order to achieve their needs.



All photos: © CartONG
Icons used made by freepik from www.flaticon.com 

info@cartong.org www.cartong.org
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Thank you for your attention

https://twitter.com/assocCartONG
https://twitter.com/assocCartONG
https://www.facebook.com/CartONG-95965973113
https://www.facebook.com/CartONG-95965973113
https://www.linkedin.com/company/1843125/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/1843125/
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